RING TOSS

Mephisto says: “Time for a game of ring toss! For each answer below, the words in the clues have been tossed—that is, scrambled. The clues’ original word breaks have been maintained, but some more spaces have been added to make the clues make ‘sense.’ Of course, it’s up to you to determine which spaces are real and which are not. For example, DESK CAT RIPS DOE could be reordered to STACKED PERIODS, or COLON. In each answer, we’ve highlighted two ‘rings,’ each a letter O. These rings encircle one or two underlined letters that you’ll need for the final clue to this puzzle’s answer.”

```
?? ?? O O ??
HASTEN DAMN LARK

O ?? O
COOL-RIB ED RESTS CASH WIND

?? O O ??
BAR SETS

BLASE OUIJA ICON AID OAF

? O ?? O ?
NO GLITCH TIE ALARM

?? ?? O ?? ??
ADVICE JET CINDER PEG SHY PIANO TAXI

SILLY FEET BOARS WIN SLY ZOMBIE

SKA SHEEP ARENA ON CREAM GYRATED

? O ?? O ? ?? ??
MOTEL MAID STAIN

MODULAR ANT CHAIN ME CRISPED ROT

? O ? O ??
SODA LUG MAD’ASS BROIL HER PESTO

?? ? ?? O ? O ??
WINTER POOP CAN ARM FUTURE

? O ? O ?? O ? ?? ?? ?
LIGHTER SIN ERR SUCH

?? O ? O ?
SUNS AIR VEIL SNOT LIVID RAM

? O ? O ?
DEUCE ZIT PROM ON REPS

?? O ?? O ?
A’S SCARE PEP ROT?
```